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From the homepage select General
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Select 7. Guided tours and slideshows
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You see the list of slideshows. Those marked "no date" are empty. 
Choose for instance dia08.

This is the page with data for slideshow dia08



Give a title to your slideshow for instance «my new slideshow» in 
the top field. This title will appear in the table.
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We show you how to use the recorder:
Select "use the recorder"
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The floating recorder window appears. Now choose the first page 
of your slideshow sequence.

We go to the page «Thin film deposition - Description». With the 
button marked "+" on the recorder we then add the page to our 
slideshow. Its identification (t361) appears on top of the list.

It is recommended to give 
also a french and german 
title, otherwise you'll just 
see the creation date and 
no title when choosing 
german or french. If you 
prefer you could just 
duplicate the english title 
in the fields for french and 
german.

Now you could just enter 
the list of page identifiers 
in the large field on the 
right.

We assume in our example 
that our slideshow shall 
give an introduction to thin 
film deposition. 



Similarly we add «Evaporation - Description» with id t091
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We also add «Sputtering - Description» with id t101
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We also add «Oxidation - Description» with id t111 We also add «Chemical vapour deposition - Description» id t131.
Finally when the sequence is complete we store the slideshow 
with the Save button (disquette icon)

Remark: we could also
- delete some page with the 
X button, or
- change the sequence with 
the arrow buttons



Let's go back to the table by clicking the Table button.
(We could also go directly to step 13 with the See button)
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Now we select our new slideshow by clicking on its line.
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We see our new slideshow and load it by clicking on «Load this 
slideshow»

Now we are ready to present our slideshow.

The first page appears with 
the green frame on top 
indicating the slideshow 
presentation mode.

To navigate through the 
slideshow use the up and 
down arrows on top or on 
the keyboard.

To quit the slideshow mode 
click the X button.

That's it...

Storing the slideshows 
brings us back to the 
editing window. We see 
now the list of page 
identifications in the large 
window.


